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Preface
The work presented in this thesis is built upon the work done by Rajeshwar Yadav
[5]. The vehicle dynamics and powertrain model was developed in [5], which was
further developed in this work to build the thermal coupling between the powertrain
and HVAC systems. The engine coolant model developed in Section 3.3 is taken
from [5] and further modifications to the model to incorporate effects of varying
operating conditions are developed in this work. The model development and testing
work related to Section 3.2 was carried out in collaboration with Drew Hanover. The
model validation tasks related to Section 4.4 and 4.6 were carried out in collaboration
with Sadra Hemmati. Dr. Mahdi Shahbakhti provided technical guidance on all
aspects of the project including modeling, experimental data collection and analysis
and development of HVAC optimization strategies. Chris Morgan contributed to the
brainstorming sessions and technical discussions related to the strategy presented in
Section 5.1.
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Abstract
Integrated thermal energy management across system level components in electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) is currently an under explored
space. The proliferation of connected vehicles and accompanying infrastructure in
recent years provides additional motivation to explore opportunities in optimizing
thermal energy management in EVs and HEVs with the help of this newly available
connected vehicle data. This thesis aims to examine and analyze the potential to
mitigate vehicle energy consumption and extend usable driving range through optimal
control strategies which exploit physical system dynamics via controls integration of
vehicle subsystems.
In this study, data-driven and physics-based models for heating, ventilation and air-
conditioning (HVAC) are developed and utilized along with the vehicle dynamics and
powertrain (VD&PT) models for a GMChevrolet Volt hybrid electric vehicle to enable
co-optimization of HVAC and VD&PT systems of HEVs. The information available
in connected vehicles like driver schedules, trip duration and ambient conditions is
leveraged along with the vehicle system dynamics to predict operating conditions of
the vehicle under study. All this information is utilized to optimize the operation of
an integrated HVAC and VD&PT system in a hybrid electric vehicle to achieve the
goal of reduced energy consumption.
xxix
For achieving the goals outlined for this thesis, an integrated HVAC and VD&PT
model is developed and the various components, sub-systems and systems are val-
idated against real world test data. Then, integrated relationships relevant to the
thermal dynamics of an HEV are established. These relationships comprise the com-
bined operational characteristics of the internal combustion (IC) engine coolant and
the cabin electric heater for cabin heating, coordinated controls of IC engine using en-
gine coolant and catalyst temperatures for cabin thermal conditioning in cold ambient
conditions and the combined operational characteristics of the air-conditioning com-
pressor for conditioning both cabin and high-voltage battery in an HEV. Next, these
sub-system and system relationships are used to evaluate potential energy savings in
cabin heating and cooling when vehicle’s operating schedule is known.
Finally, an optimization study is conducted to establish an energy efficient control
strategy which maximizes the HVAC energy efficiency whilst maintaining occupant
comfort levels according to ASHRAE standards, all while improving the usable range
of the vehicle relative to its baseline calibration. The mean energy savings in overall
vehicle energy consumption using an integrated HVAC - Powertrain control strategy
and a coordinated thermal management strategy proposed in this work are 3% and
14% respectively.
xxx
Chapter 1
Background and Introduction
1.1 Trends in Modern Automotive Industry
Future fuel economy and emission regulations under the Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) standards [6] administered by NHTSA and Clean Air Act under
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) dictate fuel efficiency improvements
required by automotive manufacturers in the US. Globally, the energy demand for
transportation is expected to rise by about 30% between 2014-2040 [1]. This is a
consequence of the steady proliferation of the global light-duty vehicle fleet as shown
in Figure 1.1.
We observe an exponential increase in the non-conventional fuel powered vehicles,
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Figure 1.1: Projected trends in global light-duty vehicle fleet [1]
highlighted by the projected increase in hybrid vehicles. Engineering solutions to
negate the effects of increasing energy demands and pollution by the transportation
sector involve a mix of improvements in the well-established components of a vehicle
along with hybridization and integration of electrified powertrains.
In recent years it has been the understanding that this energy burden can be alleviated
by the advent of a connectivity infrastructure. According to IEEE, a connected
vehicle refers to applications, services, and technologies that connect a vehicle to its
surroundings [7]. The connected vehicle infrastructure includes all communication
devices which allow for information transfer between vehicles and their surroundings
2
as well as between several vehicles and within vehicles. According to [2], the market
share of connected vehicles in North America is expected to grow as shown in Figure
1.2.
Figure 1.2: Projected market share (in USD Billion) of connected vehicles
in North America [2]
We observe that while safety, which is the major driving force in increasing pene-
tration of connected and autonomous vehicles, remains a major application area, the
share of vehicle management grows steadily. This application area refers to the imple-
mentation of energy management strategies utilizing the connectivity infrastructure.
The market penetration of connected and autonomous vehicles, illustrated in Figure
1.3, presents great potential in improving vehicle energy efficiency as we strive to
meet future fuel economy and emission standards while managing the global energy
demand of transportation.
3
Figure 1.3: Connected and autonomous vehicles global market share [3]
1.2 NEXTCAR Program
This thesis comprises work done under the Advanced Research Projects Agency
Energy (ARPA-E) NEXT-Generation Energy Technologies for Connected and Au-
tomated on-Road Vehicles (NEXTCAR) Program (heretofore referred as only ‘pro-
gram’) [8] which was commissioned primarily to tap the significant potential of vehicle
connectivity and automated operation in improving the efficiency of energy usage and
reducing energy-related emissions. There exist some vehicle energy efficiency studies
in the area of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs), which present energy con-
sumption reduction solutions [9, 10, 11, 12]. However, ARPA-E notes that there is
4
a dearth of real-world/on-road test validation data for these proposed technologies.
Additionally, to date, two independent approaches for improving vehicle energy effi-
ciency, namely; a purely connectivity-driven and a purely regulatory-driven approach,
have shown significant depth of research. This program aims to bridge the technical
gap in this area through co-operative efforts of these independent research communi-
ties. The schematics in Fig. 1.4 show the status-quo and the vision of the NEXTCAR
program in Fig. 1.4(a)and 1.4(b) respectively. It aims to enable co-optimization of
vehicle dynamics and powertrain (VD&PT) level control and optimization techniques
for the purpose of reducing overall energy consumption.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Existing and NEXTCAR’s proposed system interactions
Under this program, the Michigan Technological University (MTU) team, in collabo-
ration with General Motors (GM), is implementing a vehicle platooning approach to
leverage vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-cloud
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(V2C) communication and thereby enable VD&PT control and optimization. A fleet
of 8 hybrid electric Chevrolet Volt MY2017 vehicles (heretofore referred as ‘test ve-
hicle’) is used in conjunction with a custom 18-wheeler Mobile Lab, for real-world
validation tests implementing the model-predictive control on vehicle dynamics, pow-
ertrain and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) operation. Figure 1.5
shows an overview of the connected vehicle system and the flow of information as
proposed by the MTU NEXTCAR team. The goal of this project is to develop tech-
nologies which can demonstrate a 20% reduction in energy consumption and improve
electric range by 6% in future CAVs.
Figure 1.5: Overview of Michigan Tech’s NEXTCAR project proposal
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1.3 Literature Review
Due to federal regulations and customer demands, vehicle HVAC systems are required
to provide passengers with safe and comfortable driving conditions. Heating and cool-
ing the vehicle cabin, to meet these requirements, has been shown to consume large
amounts of energy available in conventional vehicles as well as HEVs and EVs. Ac-
cording to a study of several EVs, PHEVs and HEVs conducted by Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL), cabin conditioning can reduce the electric range by 20%-59% in
20°F ambient conditions [13]. For a pure battery electric vehicle (BEV), the Ford
Focus, it has been reported that air-conditioning results in a 53.7% reduction in elec-
tric range, whereas cabin heating results in a 59.3% reduction in electric range over
the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) drive cycle [14]. Another study
conducted at ANL by Lohse-Buch et al. evaluated the effects of varying ambient
conditions on fuel and energy consumption due to cabin climate control in several
EVs, HEVs, PHEVs and conventional vehicles [15].
A recent study by Wang et al. proposed a model predictive controller (MPC) for effi-
cient cabin air-conditioning (A/C) compressor operation by leveraging vehicle speed
profile information available in a connected vehicle framework [16]. Similarly, Eck-
stein et al., in another study [17], proposed an MPC to improve EV range. Zhang et
al. presented an energy-optimal control scheme for complex non-linear vehicle A/C
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models to manage trade-offs between fuel savings and cabin comfort [18]. However,
optimal HVAC control first requires modeling and validation of the vehicle’s HVAC
system components. The modeling of cabin thermal dynamics is a well-explored
area. A simple transient thermal model for vehicle cabin is developed by Marcos
et al. [19], while a two-zone transient thermal model is developed and validated by
Torregrosa-Jaime et al. [20]. Fayazbakhsh et al. proposed a heat balance method for
estimating cabin heating and cooling loads to develop cabin thermal models [21]. The
component and sub-system comprising the vehicle HVAC system are also important
to model accurately to aid implementation of thermal management strategies. The
sub-system configuration and control schemes in the test vehicle are comprehensively
analyzed by ANL researchers in [22]. Further individual test vehicle systems are ex-
plained in detail in [23, 24, 25]. The work done earlier to model the VD&PT system
of the test vehicle in [5] as part of this NEXTCAR project is built upon in this thesis.
The VD&PT model comprises of physical-empirical models of test vehicles IC engine,
lithium-ion battery, 2 electric motor-generators among others. Although several re-
cent studies have focused on powertrain and energy management control strategies
utilizing connected vehicle information, there has not been substantial research in
co-optimization of vehicle HVAC operation and integrated thermal management of
electrified powertrain and HVAC in a connected vehicle infrastructure. The work
done in this thesis covers development of control-oriented models of vehicle HVAC
and integrating powertrain thermal management with vehicle HVAC to ensure cabin
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comfort while reducing energy consumption.
It must be understood that these integrated control strategies will be largely depen-
dent on the degree of hybridization of the vehicle powertrain and configuration of the
vehicle HVAC system. In several EVs, HEVs and PHEVs, heat pumps which use ei-
ther waste heat from electronic components or ambient air heat for cabin conditioning
as studied in [26, 27]. Several optimization studies for improving energy efficiency of
the heat pumps have been performed in [28, 29]. A dual source heat pump with mul-
tiple operation modes using independently or some combination of air and waste heat
as heat sources is proposed in [30]. They showed improvements in the heating per-
formance of dual source heat pumps compared to single source ones. However, heat
pumps pose some problems in their usage in EVs and HEVs. The issues of adverse
effects on their energy efficiency in cold ambient conditions are explored in [31, 32]. In
several practical implementations, heat pumps are supplemented by electric heaters
which use battery power for cabin heating purposes. An energy consumption analysis
of the HVAC system and overall vehicle energy under different operating conditions is
carried out by simulating cabin HVAC model for an electric vehicle [33]. However, in
several current production EVs, HEVs and PHEVs, including our test vehicle, heat
pumps are entirely eliminated from the HVAC system due to complexity, cost and
packaging issues.
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1.4 Motivation
The vehicle HVAC system is the largest contributor to ancillary load in conventional
vehicles with as much as 5.5% of total vehicle fuel demand coming from the cabin
cooling demand, corresponding to 18% of fuel economy drop as reported in [34].
Particularly, for hybrid electric vehicles, this issue is compounded due to the absence
of continuous waste heat from the internal combustion engine. Limited availability
of this waste energy for cabin conditioning makes the energy requirement for heating
and cooling the cabin much more significant. As explained in Section 1.3, overall
vehicle energy efficiency and electric range is considerably affected by the vehicle
HVAC loads.
To fulfill the program’s real-world validation test requirement, a custom drive cycle
(heretofore referred as ‘MTUDC’) shown in Figure 1.6 was devised. It comprises
of city driving with several start-stop events, highway driving at cruising speeds and
some rapid acceleration and deceleration events to replicate real-world driving as close
as possible.
The energy consumption of test vehicle was analysed on MTUDC under varying
operating and ambient conditions to quantify the impact of vehicle HVAC loads on
overall vehicle energy and electric range. Two instances are shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.6: Custom drive cycle devised by the MTU NEXTCAR team
Figure 1.7: Comparison of total vehicle energy distribution to understand
HVAC contribution (Experimental data)
It was observed that for cold ambient conditions, the test vehicle utilized a large
amount of energy for cabin conditioning when operating in charge depleting (CD)
mode. The engine speed profile for a sample MTUDC test, shown in Figure 1.8(a),
illustrates the energy intensive operation of the test vehicle due to the multiple en-
gine on events to provide engine assist via engine waste heat. In contrast, the energy
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efficient electric heater contributes a much lower proportion of energy for cabin con-
ditioning, which is illustrated as ‘HVAC-Heater’ in Figure 1.8(b). Additionally, the
engine on events near the end of the drive cycle will potentially contribute very little
in maintaining cabin comfort level while consuming relatively large amounts of energy.
The emissions related issues with engine on events in cold ambient conditions com-
pound the high energy consumption issues. All these issues can be positively tackled
by optimizing integrated operation for thermal management and utilizing connected
vehicle information and thus provides motivation to the work done in this thesis.
In Figure 1.8(b), the energy consumed by the battery and the engine together con-
stitute the traction energy. The ‘HVAC-Heater’ is the cabin electric heater energy
and ‘HVAC-Fuel (Engine assist)’ represents the engine fuel energy utilised for cabin
thermal conditioning purposes. Note that the thermal energy losses involved are not
considered in analyzing the energy distribution shown here.
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Figure 1.8: Experimental test data in cold ambient conditions for MTUDC
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1.5 Organization of Thesis
The work presented in this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers the exper-
imental setup required for the various tests conducted during the course of this the-
sis. Chapter 3 covers the modeling tasks undertaken to develop MATLAB/Simulink
based models of the various components, sub-systems and systems comprising the
test vehicle HVAC system to help analyze and develop energy saving strategies in
this work. Chapter 4 presents the validation results of all the models developed in
this work against experimental data collected from the corresponding tests. Chapter
5 proposes modifications in the test vehicle control strategies for reduction in the
total vehicle energy consumption. It presents 2 case studies to illustrate the energy
savings due to the synergistic combination of control strategies in connected vehicle
scenarios. Additionally, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to evaluate effect of
random variables on the energy saving potential of the proposed strategies. Finally
Chapter 6 presents the findings of this work and proposes some direction for future
work that can build upon the work accomplished in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup
2.1 Vehicle Specifications
The GM Chevrolet Volt MY2017 PHEV test vehicle is used as the baseline vehicle
for all work done in this thesis under the NEXTCAR program. To build the cabin
thermal model, a first-order computer-aided design (CAD) model is developed on
SolidWorks to extract vehicle specific dimensions. The CAD model is built using
measurements made on the test vehicle at MTU Advanced Power Systems Research
Center (APSRC) Laboratory. The Table 2.1 shows the extracted dimensions used in
the cabin thermal model.
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Table 2.1
Cabin Dimensions of Test Vehicle
Parameters Values
Cabin Shell (Wall) 6.82m2
Cabin Interior Mass 8.31m2
Horizontal Walls 2.04m2
Front Walls 1m2
Front Windshield 1.26m2
Right & left-side Walls 1.88m2
Right & left-side Windows 0.71m2
Rear Walls 1.19m2
Rear Windshield 1m2
Angles of tilt:
Front Windshield 26.94°
Rear Windshield 16.37°
2.2 Cabin Temperature Measurement
Cabin temperature measurement during in-vehicle on-road tests required WiFi-
enabled temperature sensors. A set of five thermocouple sensors with attached probe
and data logging capabilities from Lascar Electronics were used. The sensor spec-
ifications are described in Table 2.2. The collected temperature data is uploaded
to the EasyLog Cloud software on host PC when WiFi network is available after
completion of a test. The data can be exported in several usable formats including
comma-separated values (CSV) files. The cabin thermal model developed in Chapter
3 Section 3.2 was validated in part using the test data collected from the thermo-
couple sensor setup described here and in part using available test data described in
16
Section 2.7.
Table 2.2
EasyLog Temperature Sensor Specifications
Measurement Range -20°C to +60°C / -4°F to +140°F
Accuracy ±0.2°C / ±0.4°F
Logging Rate Selectable between 10 sec and 12 hours
2.3 Solar Irradiation Measurement
For the solar load characterization tests, the pyranometer setup at Keweenaw Re-
search Center (KRC) weather station was used. The weather station is equipped
with two pyranometers which record both shortwave and longwave radiation along
with surface albedo. The solar azimuth and elevation angles for a given latitude and
longitude position and time of day were acquired from an online calculator provided
by Keisan Casio [35], but are also easily available from vehicle controller area network
(CAN) data. A sample test setup is shown in Figure 2.1.
17
:  Wi-Fi enabled temperature sensors
Figure 2.1: Test vehicle setup for solar load measurement at Keweenaw
Research Center
2.4 Cabin Blower Flow Rate Measurement
The cabin blower characteristics were not provided by the vehicle manufacturer and
it was not feasible to disassemble the blower fan and motor to determine the specifica-
tions. However, it was imperative to determine the air volume flow rate entering the
test vehicle cabin for varying user-defined fan speed settings. The rate of heat removal
or addition in the vehicle cabin is dependent on the air volume flow rate through the
cabin blower. The test setup, adopted from [36] and [37], for characterizing the cabin
blower consists of a specialized sheet metal flow box interfacing with the air inlet on
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the test vehicle. Figure 2.2 shows the test setup constructed at MTU APSRC Labs
according to the ASME standard [38]. One end of the flow box connects with the
air inlet accessed by removing the cowl covering it on the top right side of the hood
and the other end is interfaced with a 5 feet long, 4 inch outer diameter polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) pipe. The other end of the PVC pipe is fitted with a 65 mm orifice
plate using an adapter and pressure taps for connecting an oil manometer.
Orifice plate
Flow box at 
air inlet
Oil manometer 
for pressure 
measurement
Figure 2.2: Flow bench setup for test vehicle cabin blower characterization
at Advanced Power Systems Research Center Laboratory
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2.5 Cabin Thermal Masses Characterization
The first-order estimation of the physical dimensions of test vehicle cabin carried out
in Section 2.1 give us the surface areas and volumes of the components inside the
vehicle cabin. However, along with these physical dimensions, the thermal masses of
the nodes, defined in the cabin thermal model, are important parameters to estimate
the thermal energy gained and lost by the respective nodes. The test setup for this
characterization test involves introducing a known heat source inside a vehicle cabin
instrumented with thermocouples as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The test vehicle was
positioned stationary, indoors, and turned off for this test. An electric resistive heater
of known heat capacity was placed inside the test vehicle and the cabin doors and
windows were shut with no passengers inside to minimize additional heat loads and
leakages to the environment.
20
Figure 2.3: Cabin thermal mass characterization test setup at Advanced
Power Systems Research Center Laboratory
2.6 CAN Data Acquisition
The vehicle CAN data acquisition through the on-board diagnostic (OBD) port of the
test vehicle was carried out using both Vector Informatik GmbH VN5610A network
interface tool and dSpace MicroAutoBox. Both the data acquisition setups are shown
in Figure 2.4. The technical specifications of the Vector CAN tool used in our tests
are detailed in Table 2.3.
A Data Base Container (DBC) file was provided by GM along with their
21
VECTOR CANoe 
VN5610A
Vector CANoe Data 
Recorder on Target PC
USB Connection to 
Target PC
Connection to OBD-II Port
(a) Vector CANoe setup
(b) dSpace MicroAutoBox setup
Figure 2.4: CAN data acquisition setup in test vehicle
manufacturer-specific CAN message IDs to access various available CAN signal data
on the test vehicle. A Vector CANoe tool, CANdb++ Editor, was used to create
specific test recorders for the VN5610A tool and the recorded data was exported as
CSV files for model calibration and validation purposes. Similarly, after some test
vehicles in the fleet were instrumented with dSpace MicroAutoBox for rapid controls
implementation, required CAN signal data was recorded and stored using the dSpace
22
Table 2.3
Specifications of Vector CAN tool (VN5610A) used for data acquisition
Ethernet: Channels/transceiver 2x BCM89811, 2x BCM54810
Ethernet: Physical layer 100 BASE-T1 (Broad-Reach)
and 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX
Baudrates % 10Mbit/s ,100 Mbit/s ,1000 Mbit/s
CAN (FD) : Physical layer CAN Highspeed(CAN FD capable)
CAN (FD) : Connectors 1x D-SUB9 (dual channel)
Analog and Digital I/O 1x Digital in/out,
e.g. for DoIP Activation Line
Mean reaction time 250 s
ControlDesk software.
2.7 Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Test
Data
Researchers and technicians at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) conducted sev-
eral chassis dynamometer tests on the test vehicle and provided data to the MTU
NEXTCAR team. This test data was used in conjunction with data from tests con-
ducted on MTUDC to develop, calibrate and validate component and system models
and to extract control logics implemented in the test vehicle. Table 2.4 shows a
summary of tests conducted at ANL.
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Table 2.4
ANL vehicle data summary
Number of test cycles 25
Climate control setpoint 72°F
Drive cycles UDDS
HWFET
US–06
Passing maneuvers
Performance test Charge depleting
Charge sustaining
Engine start conditions Cold–start
Warm–start
Ambient temperature -7°C
22°C-26°C
35°C-41°C
24
Chapter 3
Modeling
3.1 Background
The work done in this thesis focuses on the overall HVAC modeling and its integration
with the VD&PT model to enable optimization of the integrated operation of the
HVAC and electric powertrain systems of a hybrid electric vehicle, specifically the test
vehicle. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the integrated VD&PT and HVAC models
that were developed for the purposes of this work. The VD&PT model developed for
this program, as referred to in Section 1.3, is capable of estimating vehicle dynamics
and energy consumption within 5% of real-world test data.
Several HEVs including the test vehicle for this project have engine assisted heating
25
wherein engine waste heat in the form of thermal energy of engine coolant is used
along with the electric heater which is the primary heat source for cabin heating
purposes. Additionally, some EVs and HEVs like the test vehicle also have shared
cooling loops for battery and cabin cooling purposes. The thermal coupling evident
between the vehicle HVAC and powertrain systems is important in evaluating optimal
operating points for the proposed integrated system and is thus explained in detail
in the following sections.
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3.1.1 HVAC Heating Loop
The dual heating operation of the test vehicle is facilitated by the 2 integrated loops
as shown by the schematic in Figure 3.2. The 2 loops are controlled by the flow
control valve to allow heated engine coolant to be shared with the primary electric
heater coolant when needed. This engine assisted heating operation is functional in
the following cases:
† When the engine coolant is above a specified temperature threshold, and
† When cabin heating is required in cold ambient conditions below a specified
temperature threshold.
3.1.2 HVAC Cooling Loop
The cooling loop for the test vehicle’s high voltage battery and cabin conditioning are
coupled via a common A/C compressor unit. In EVs and HEVs, the compressor must
be electrically powered unlike the belt-driven compressors of conventional vehicles due
to the absence of continuous engine operation. This integrated configuration allows
for more flexibility in the HVAC controls framework since the compressor speed is
independent of the engine speed. The schematic of this coupled HVAC cooling loop
28
Flow Control 
Valve
12V Coolant 
Pump
Electric Heater 
(Primary) 
Cabin 
Heater Core
Surge 
Tank
IC 
Engine
Radiator
Bypass Line
Thermostat
Air Flow
Figure 3.2: Test vehicle’s cabin heating loop
in the test vehicle is shown in Figure 3.3.
The 3-way flow control valve, in the battery thermal management loop, is operated to
maintain battery temperature within reasonable operating temperature range. Valve
position 1 corresponds to battery heating, where a secondary electric heater is used
to heat the coolant and consequently heat the battery through heat exchanger coils.
(Note that the secondary electric heater for battery heating is independent of the
29
Battery Chiller
3-Way Flow 
Control Valve
Thermal Expansion Valves
1
2
3
Evaporator
Condenser
Radiator Surge Tank
12V Coolant 
Pump
HV Coolant Heater 
(Secondary)
Battery Heating/Cooling 
Coil
Compressor
Battery Loop
Cabin Loop
Figure 3.3: Test vehicle’s integrated cooling loops
primary electric heater used for cabin heating referred to in Section 3.1.1) Valve
position 2 corresponds to battery cooling, wherein the electric compressor is used to
cool the refrigerant in the cabin cooling loop which cools the battery coolant in the
battery chiller and finally cools the battery through heat exchanger coils. Finally,
valve position 3 regulates battery temperature using pump control. In this loop the
battery coolant flows through the radiator and the coolant pump.
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3.2 Cabin Thermal Model
A lumped capacitance transient thermal model of the cabin is developed to predict the
mean cabin temperature by accurately capturing the temperature dynamics within
the cabin. The test vehicle cabin is modeled as three distinct nodes namely; interior
air, interior mass and cabin walls (shell). The interior air node comprises total air
volume inside the cabin lumped together; the seats, center console and the dashboard
form the interior mass node whereas the cabin doors, windows, roof, floor and the
front and rear windshields comprise the cabin walls node. The heat transfer inter-
actions including conduction, convection and radiation, between the three nodes as
well as the solar heat transfer interactions are incorporated using heat transfer equa-
tions described in this section. A schematic of the cabin thermal model is shown in
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Cabin model control volume with heat loads
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Three governing heat transfer equations for the three nodes are developed using an
energy balance approach. The equations for the interior air, interior mass and the
cabin walls, shown in Eq. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) respectively, are implemented in our
model to predict the temperatures of the respective nodes.
Ci
dTi
dt
= Q̇sup + Q̇aux + Q̇occ − Q̇(i−m) − Q̇(i−w) (3.1)
Cm
dTm
dt
= Q̇(i−m) + Q̇(sol−m) − Q̇(m−w) (3.2)
Cw
dTw
dt
= Q̇(i−w) + Q̇(e−w) + Q̇(sol−w) + Q̇(m−w)
− Q̇(w−sky)
(3.3)
where, Q̇ is the heat flow rate, C is heat capacity, T is temperature and the subscripts
denote the following; i is interior air, m is interior mass, w is walls of the cabin, sup
is supply air, aux is auxiliary, occ is occupant, sol is solar, e is exterior (ambient) air
and sky is ambient sky.
The individual heat flow rates(heat loads) taken into account in our model are detailed
in the following sub-sections:
3.2.1 HVAC supply heat flow rate
The energy balance of cabin interior, shown in Eq. (3.4) and adopted from [21],
represents the HVAC supply heat flow rate as a compensation for all thermal loads
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inside the cabin.
Q̇sup =− [Q̇aux + Q̇sol + Q̇occ − Q̇(i−w) − Q̇(i−m)]
− (cp,iṁi + cp,mṁm)[Ti − Tsup
tc
]
(3.4)
where, cp is specific heat capacity, ṁ is mass flow rate, Tsup, is the supply air tem-
perature desired from the HVAC system for cabin thermal comfort. This supply
temperature is estimated using the methods described in Section 3.6 later. The pull-
down time constant, tc, is the time required for the cabin temperature, Ti, to reach
the supply temperature, within 1K.
3.2.2 Heat transfer interactions
These interactions include; cabin interior air with both interior mass and cabin walls,
as well as ambient air with cabin walls. These three heat flow rates are summarized
in Eq. (3.5).
Q̇i,e−x = Ui,e−xAx(Ti,e − Tx) (3.5)
where, U is overall heat transfer coefficient which denotes the combined effect of
convective and conductive heat transfer interactions between air and cabin surfaces
and subscript x denotes these surfaces.
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3.2.3 Radiative heat transfer
A first principles model of radiative heat transfer is used to model the interactions
between the cabin interior mass, which is assumed to be a black body, and the interior
cabin walls, as shown in Eq. (3.6).
Q̇m−w = σεmAmFm−w(T 4m − T 4w) (3.6)
where, σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε is the emissivity of the cabin mass and shell
and is dependent on the color of the cabin interiors and exterior, A is surface area
and Fm−w is the view factor from the interior mass to the walls and is assumed to be
unity.
Similarly, the interaction between the exterior cabin walls and the sky is also modeled
by the Stefan-Boltzmann law assuming that the cabin walls are a small convex object
in a large cavity, thereby acting as a black body. This relationship is illustrated in
Eq. (3.7).
Q̇w−sky = σεwAw(T 4w − T 4sky) (3.7)
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3.2.4 Heat from occupants
Both latent and sensible heat flow rates from human occupants are taken into con-
sideration. According to ASHRAE standards [39], one seated person accounts for
approximately 35W of sensible heat and 70W of latent heat.
Q̇occ,sensible = n · 35 Q̇occ,latent = n · 70 (3.8)
where, n is number of occupants.
3.2.5 Auxiliary heat
The primary sources of auxiliary heat inside the cabin are vehicle electrical auxiliaries
as well as supplementary electronic devices like laptops used during testing. This was
assumed to be a constant value of 400W for the purposes of this work.
3.2.6 Solar heat flow rate
The heat flow rate from solar irradiation consists of component energy gains by the
cabin walls and the cabin interior mass as shown in Eq. (3.9).
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Q̇sol−w = αw
∑
G′sideAside,w (3.9)
where, α is the wall absorptivity and it depends on vehicle color and G′ is the global
solar irradiance. The heat gained by cabin walls is due to the incident solar radiation
on each cabin wall (side = right, left, front, back, roof) depending on the incident
surface area and wall absorptivity.
The heat gained by interior mass due to incident radiation penetrating through the
glass windows, is dependent on glass transmissivity in addition to the incident surface
area and interior mass absorptivity as summarized in Eq. (3.10).
Q̇sol−m = αmτg
∑
G′sideAside,g (3.10)
where, τ is transmissivity and subscript g denotes glass. This is applied to front and
rear windshields, front and rear windows on both driver and passenger sides and if
applicable, to the sun roof.
3.2.7 Solar irradiation load
Solar irradiation data is available from solar sensors like pyranometers, in the form of
global horizontal irradiation measurement. The cabin thermal model developed for
this work employs decomposition models which estimate direct and diffuse irradiance
from the available global irradiance data. We implement the decomposition model
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proposed by Reindl et al. to calculate the diffuse fraction based on clearness index
values [40]. Then, the global irradiance on tilted surfaces, G′side, is estimated using
transposition models proposed in [41]. Finally, the solar heat loads, described in Eq.
(3.9) and (3.10) are calculated. This process gives our model the capability of repre-
senting the actual solar irradiance on each exterior cabin wall (shell) and on interior
mass through windows by using the solar elevation and azimuth angles based on time
of day, angle of tilt of vehicle surfaces, heading angle, latitude and longitude position
of the vehicle from Global Positioning System (GPS), surface albedo and clearness
index as inputs. The decomposition and transposition equations implemented in this
model are shown in Eq. (3.11) and (3.12) respectively.
GHI = DHI +DNI · cos(z) (3.11)
where, GHI is global horizontal irradiance, DHI is diffuse horizontal irradiance,
DNI is direct normal irradiance and z is zenith angle.
Qtilted = DNI · cos(θ) +DHI ·Rd + ρ ·GHI ·Rr (3.12)
where, θ is angle of incidence of the vehicle surface, ρ is surface albedo, Rd is diffuse
transposition factor and Rr is ground reflection transposition factor.
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3.3 Engine Coolant Temperature Model
The engine coolant temperature plays an important role in determining cabin heating
operation as discussed in Section 3.1.1. A lumped coolant model is developed for the
purposes of this work based on the energy balance illustrated in Figure 3.5. The
fundamental equation representing the thermal energy gained by the engine coolant
from engine waste heat and thermal energy lost to ambient air through convection is
shown in Eq. (3.13).
αṁfQLHV = mcoolantcp,coolant
dTcoolant
dt
+ hAΔT (3.13)
where, α is fraction of burnt fuel energy transferred to coolant, ṁf is fuel flow rate,
QLHV is lower heating value of gasoline, mcoolant is mass, cp,coolant is specific heat
capacity and Tcoolant is temperature of the coolant, h is convective heat transfer coef-
ficient, A is the area of coolant exposed to air, ΔT is the difference between coolant
and ambient air temperatures.
The rate of thermal energy loss to ambient air is dependent on multiple factors de-
picted in Figure 3.5. These influencing variables are incorporated as look-up tables
in the engine coolant temperature model based on test data. Among these factors,
modeling the effect of vehicle speed is critical because of the following reasons:
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i The rate of convective heat loss to ambient air is highly dependent on vehicle
speed, and
ii Preview of future vehicle speed profile in connected vehicle scenarios can be
exploited to further optimize HVAC energy consumption.
Figure 3.5: Schematic of lumped engine coolant temperature model
3.4 Cabin Electric Heater Model
A rule-based controller based on the control logic extracted from both vehicle test
data and ANL researchers’ analysis in [22] is implemented in the cabin electric heater
model to determine heater energy consumption. The baseline control logic is extracted
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for different operating modes of the test vehicle. When the engine coolant temper-
ature is maintained high enough to independently meet cabin heating requirements
through engine assisted heating, the electric heater is not used. However, during cold
start conditions when ambient temperature is below the user-specified temperature
threshold (either 35°F or 15°F ), the engine is turned on and the electric heater is
used alone for cabin heating until coolant is heated to 60°C due to engine waste heat.
Then, the electric heater turns off and engine continues until coolant temperature is
at least 65°C or until engine is no longer needed for providing traction power to the
vehicle. At this point, the engine coolant is hot enough to provide engine assisted
heating and hence electric heater is not used. However, as the engine coolant tem-
perature drops, the electric heater turns on intermittently between 52°C and 49°C
at reduced power level to supplement the heated engine coolant for cabin heating
purposes.
It is important to note that during the periods when electric heater is supplementing
engine coolant heat, due to the sharing of engine coolant and electric heater coolant
loops described in Section 3.1.1, the rate of engine coolant heat loss is reduced. This
leads to a longer time period until coolant reaches the lower temperature threshold
for the engine to be started again and consequently allows the electric heater to be
used as the sole provider of cabin heat.
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3.5 Battery Electric Heater Model
The battery electric heater described in Section 3.1.2 is used to independently meet
the heating requirements of the vehicle’s high voltage battery. The energy consump-
tion model of this electric heater is dependent on ambient and battery temperatures
only. A simple model developed from experimental test data for the purposes of this
work shows a constant heater operating power when the battery temperature is be-
low the lower temperature threshold. The battery electric heater model estimates a
constant 2.5kW supply power when battery temperature is below 3°C.
3.6 Cabin Heater Core Model
The ε-NTU method for counter-flow heat exchanger, theorized in [42], is used to
model the test vehicle cabin heater core. The heat exchange takes place from the hot
coolant entering the heater core to the cold ambient air which is consequently heated
and supplied to the vehicle cabin for cabin heating. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of
the heater core model developed for the purposes of this work.
Since, the test vehicle heater core specifications are unknown, experimental test data
is used to characterize the heater core effectiveness using Eq. (3.14) - (3.19).
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of cabin heater core model
Cair = ṁair · cp,air Ccoolant = ṁcoolant · cp,coolant (3.14)
Cmin = min(Cair, Ccoolant) Cmax = max(Cair, Ccoolant) (3.15)
Q̇air = ṁair · cp,air(Tair,out − Tair,in) (3.16)
Q̇max = Cmin(Tcoolant,in − Tair,in) (3.17)
ε = Q̇air/Q̇max (3.18)
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Tcoolant,out = Tcoolant,in − ε(Q̇max/Cmax) (3.19)
where, ε is the heater core effectiveness.
Different combinations of the dual heating operation of the integrated electric heater
and engine assisted heating leads to the heating of the coolant entering the cabin
heater core. Based on experimental data, another model is developed for varying
operating conditions to estimate temperature of coolant entering the cabin heater
core, Tcoolant,in. Then, temperature of air supplied to cabin, Tair,out, can be calculated
using the heat-exchanger model developed earlier. Given the ambient air temperature,
Tair,in, Eq. (3.20) can be used to calculate the temperature of hot air entering the
vehicle cabin during cabin heating.
Tair,out = Tair,in − ε(Tcoolant,in − Tair,in) (3.20)
The cabin temperature dynamics modeled in Section 3.2 then accurately predict the
air temperature inside the cabin for the calculated temperature of air entering the
cabin i.e. supply air.
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3.7 Catalyst Temperature Model
The catalyst temperature is significant in evaluating emissions in vehicles. Although
the effects of emissions have not been explicitly considered in this work, it is still
important to understand the catalyst temperature evolution and to take into account
the impact of emissions albeit to a limited extent for the purposes of this work.
The test vehicle has a three-way catalyst (TWC), close-coupled catalytic converter
located next to the engine block and insulated within heat-shields. To characterize
the TWC, several high-fidelty models based on catalyst chemistry are available [43,
44]. However, to build a first-order, control-oriented TWC model independent of
the chemical reaction mechanics, collected test data on ambient temperature, vehicle
speed, and engine speed is used to build a catalyst temperature model as shown in
Figure 3.7.
The cool-down characteristics of catalyst temperature are modeled as a convective
heat loss to the ambient air flowing past the heat-shields covering the catalytic con-
verter. Hence, during cool-down, the catalyst temperature is a function of ambient
temperature and vehicle speed as illustrated by Eq. (3.21).
mcatalystcp,catalyst
dTcatalyst
dt
= −hAΔT (3.21)
where, h is convective heat transfer co-efficient dependent on ambient temperature
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of three-way catalyst temperature model
and vehicle speed, A is the surface area of TWC catalytic converter and ΔT is the
temperature differential between catalyst and ambient air.
The heat-up characteristics of catalyst temperature are modeled as two separate
stages i.e. activation stage and exothermic reaction stage. The activation stage
refers to the initial heat-up of the catalyst until it reaches the light-off temperature.
After the catalyst light-off, exothermic reactions lead to rapid increase in the catalyst
temperature. The Eq. (3.22) shows the two stages in catalyst heat-up contingent on
light-off temperature.
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Tcatalyst =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
C1t
C2 + TTWC,initial, Tcatalyst ≤ Tlight−off
C3t
C4 + C5e
−C6tωe + C7λ+ C8, Tcatalyst > Tlight−off
(3.22)
where, C1−8 represent parameters estimated from test data, t is the time in seconds,
ωe is the engine speed in rpm and λ is the factor influencing the time needed to
achieve light-off temperature.
3.8 Compressor Model
The A/C compressor unit used for test vehicle cabin and battery cooling, described
in Section 3.1.2, is an electric compressor. Due to lack of technical specifications of
compressor used by test vehicle manufacturer and infeasibility of disassembling the
test vehicle cooling loop to identify or instrument the A/C compressor unit and sub-
sequently develop physics-based models, a system identification methodology forming
an artificial neural network is adopted. The ambient air temperature and temper-
ature of air entering the vehicle cabin i.e. supply air temperature are measured in
available test data. Since, the energy consumption of A/C compressor is proportional
to the temperature differential between ambient air and supply air, they are used as
inputs to the artificial neural network as illustrated by Figure 3.8. The neural net-
work toolbox in MATLAB is used to design the compressor neural network using
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with 10 hidden layers for 6 different test datasets for
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hot weather (22 - 41°C) provided by ANL, amounting to 1.7e5 data points.
Ambient temp
HVAC Supply 
temp
Compressor 
Energy
Figure 3.8: Schematic of A/C compressor neural network model
The neural network performance was evaluated using the metrics shown in Figure
3.9. Additionally, cross-validation tests were conducted to ensure independence of
the trained neural network from initial conditions. Cross-validation tests entail re-
running the neural network toolbox multiple times with different initial conditions
and enabling different sampling of data into training, testing and validation data.
Figure 3.10 shows the cross-validation test results with negligible spread of the mean
square error (MSE) which means repeatibility of the neural network training and
hence independence from initial conditions.
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Figure 3.9: Performance R-values for trained compressor neural network
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Figure 3.10: Cross-validation test results for trained neural network
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Chapter 4
Model Validation
4.1 Characterization of Cabin Thermal Dynamics
The thermal masses of the 3 nodes defined by the cabin thermal model were charac-
terized using the test setup described in Chapter 2 Section 2.5. The electric heater is
turned on for 1hr. to allow heat-up of the cabin followed by 1hr. cool-down period
with the heater turned off. The temperature measurement from the thermocouple
sensors in the vehicle cabin was used for parameter estimation by minimizing mean
square errors between the measured data and simulated data from the cabin thermal
model. The Table 4.1 shows the values of the thermal masses for each node which
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minimizes the errors. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison between measured and sim-
ulated temperature modeled by the cabin thermal model for the calculated thermal
mass parameters.
Table 4.1
Cabin Thermal Masses
Parameters Values
Cabin Interior Air 12kg
Cabin Shell (Wall) 280kg
Cabin Interior Mass 20kg
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Figure 4.1: Results of cabin thermal mass characterization test
It is important to note that the thermal masses are not representative of the physical
masses or volumes, rather they are indicative of the magnitudes of thermal energy
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possessed or transferred by the respective nodes.
4.2 Cabin Blower Characterization
The air volume flow rate into the test vehicle cabin is characterized using the test
setup described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4. The test vehicle blower fan is turned on
at varying fan speed settings. The pressure differential at each setting is measured
at the oil manometer setup and then used to calculate the volume flow rate of air
entering the cabin using an iterative solver scheme adopted from [38]. Figure 4.2
shows experimental results for different cabin air vent positions i.e. forward only or
defrost, and engine status.
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Figure 4.2: Results of cabin blower characterization test
4.3 Cabin Temperature
The thermocouple sensors instrumented inside the vehicle cabin were used to examine
the temperature distribution inside the test vehicle cabin. Figure 4.3 shows the
distribution of temperature during a 2hr. test consisting of 1hr. each periods of
heat-up and cool-down. The temperature measured by the instrument panel sensor
is used for vehicle HVAC control and hence denoted as the measured uniform cabin
air temperature in future model validation results.
After incorporating the cabin thermal masses and cabin blower fan characteristics
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Figure 4.3: Temperature distribution inside test vehicle cabin
into the cabin thermal model, the cabin air temperature is validated against test
data provided by ANL as well as data from tests conducted at APSRC Labs. Figures
4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show validation results for a cabin heat-up and cool-down test
respectively conducted at APSRC Labs.
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Figure 4.4: Validation of cabin temperature during heating and cooling
Additionally, the solar irradiation model described in Chapter 3 Section 3.2 is inde-
pendently validated using the test setup described in Chapter 2 Section 2.3. The test
vehicle is stationed at KRC near the pyranometer setup with doors and windows shut
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and vehicle turned off. The thermocouple sensors inside the vehicle cabin measure
the cabin air temperature during the 24hr. test period. The test was conducted on a
clear, sunny day with ambient conditions ranging from 8°C to 22°C during the test
period. Figure 4.5 shows the model validation results for the solar irradiation loads
in the cabin thermal model.
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Figure 4.5: Validation of solar irradiation model during a 24hr. test
4.4 Coolant Temperature
In order to model the effect of vehicle speed on rate of thermal energy lost by engine
coolant, described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3, engine coolant temperature data from
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vehicle CAN bus is recorded along with vehicle speed, ambient temperature, fuel
flow rate and engine speed for several tests. To isolate the effect of vehicle speed
on coolant temperature, tests at varying cruising speeds were conducted in the CD
mode of operation to avoid engine turning on and consequently heating up the coolant.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show two instances of these cruising speed tests for characterizing
effect of vehicle speed on coolant temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of vehicle speed on coolant temperature at 20mph cruis-
ing speed
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Figure 4.7: Effect of vehicle speed on coolant temperature at 55mph cruis-
ing speed
Other tests were conducted to incorporate effects of blower fan speeds and electric
heater operation on rate of coolant temperature cool-down. Additionally, the effect
of engine fuel flow rate on coolant heating was incorporated to develop the overall
coolant temperature model. Figure 4.8 shows the validation results for the overall
coolant temperature model against measured data from tests conducted at APSRC
Labs.
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Figure 4.8: Validation of coolant temperature model at Tambient = −4°C
4.5 Catalyst Temperature
The catalyst temperature model developed in Chapter 3 Section 3.7 is validated
for both heat-up and cool-down test scenarios. As explained earlier, the cool-down
characteristics of catalyst temperature are only modeled as functions of ambient tem-
perature and vehicle speed. The nature of cool-down curve of catalyst temperature
in available test data increased confidence in our assumption. Figure 4.9 shows two
validation results at different ambient temperatures and vehicle speeds. The heat-up
characteristics of catalyst temperature, on the other hand, are modeled in two stages
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with comparatively complex functions. Figure 4.10 shows two validation results for
catalyst temperature during heat-up. The light-off temperature is assumed to be
300°C for the purposes of this work.
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Figure 4.9: Validation of catalyst temperature during cool-down in 2 dif-
ferent operating conditions
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Figure 4.10: Validation of catalyst temperature during heat-up in 2 differ-
ent operating conditions
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4.6 Cabin Electric Heater Energy
The control logic extracted for the cabin electric heater operation in Chapter 3 Section
3.4 is used to predict heater energy consumption. Test data for electric heater power
consumption is available on vehicle CAN bus and recorded according to Chapter 2
Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Figure 4.11 shows validation results for cabin electric heater’s
cumulative energy consumption. Although the instantaneous behavior of electric
heater power consumption is difficult to capture, the model is capable of predicting
cumulative energy consumption within 5%.
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Figure 4.11: Validation of cabin electric heater energy consumption
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4.7 A/C Compressor Energy
The electric compressor energy consumption is modeled using an artificial neural
network described in Chapter 3 Section 3.8. The neural network was trained on 70%
of the data available from the ANL datasets, while 15% each was used for validation
and testing. The validation results for compressor power consumption are shown in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Validation of electric compressor energy consumption
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Chapter 5
Vehicle Energy Consumption
Reduction Strategies
5.1 Integrated HVAC – Powertrain Operation
The thermal coupling between the cabin electric heater and engine coolant, explained
in Chapter 3 Section 3.1.1, in the form of engine assisted heating can be leveraged
in a connected vehicle scenario for optimal cabin thermal management. The goal
of minimizing impact of cabin heating on usable electric range dictates optimally
supplying thermal energy to the coolant via engine and electric heater. A model-
based optimization tool can be developed to enable calibration of operating points of
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this integrated HVAC – Powertrain operation.
In connected vehicles, trip duration can be estimated using driver schedule, traffic
information, signal phasing and timing data and information available from other
connected vehicles. To illustrate the concept behind optimization of integrated HVAC
– Powertrain operation for cabin heating purposes, a sample simulation is illustrated
in Figure 5.1. The test conditions indicate cold ambient conditions with fully charged
battery leading to CD mode of operation of the test vehicle. The engine coolant
temperature dependence on cabin heating operation during the CD mode in cold
ambient conditions, seen earlier in Chapter 3 Section 3.4, helps us identify three
configurable parameters, P1, P2 and P3, shown in Figure 5.1. In this case, consider
the following concept to help reduce vehicle energy consumption: If the engine and
cabin electric heater are operated in a manner that the engine coolant temperature
is just above P3 at the end of the trip, then engine restart can be avoided for this
particular trip duration, as alluded to in Chapter 3 Section 3.4. This allows for
reduced energy consumption by eliminating an engine on event with the help of
information available in a connected vehicle framework. Note that earlier, in Chapter
1 Section 1.4, it was reported that in the test vehicle the engine operates to meet
cabin thermal conditioning requirements.
Figure 5.2 shows the test vehicle during a testing day at APSRC Labs in cold am-
bient conditions which helped us characterize the baseline cabin heating operation
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Figure 5.1: Sample simulation example to illustrate integrated HVAC
– Powertrain operation for cabin heating
Figure 5.2: Sample test data collection at APSRC Labs to illustrate base-
line cabin heating operation in cold ambient conditions
illustrated in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1, P1 is the upper threshold of engine coolant
temperature in CD mode of operation, where the engine turns off after the initial
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“heat-up” stage. Between P1 and P2, during the “cool-down” stage, thermal energy
gained by the engine coolant during the “heat-up” stage is used alone for cabin heat-
ing. P2 is the point where cabin electric heater turns on intermittently, at reduced
power level leading to the “coast-down” stage. This represents the electric heater
supplementing engine coolant heat for cabin heating and it continues until P3, which
is the lower threshold of engine coolant temperature. At this point the engine turns
on and begins the “heat-up” stage once again. Table 5.1 shows the 3 configurable
parameters for the test vehicle with their baseline values.
Table 5.1
Engine Coolant Temperature Parameters for Cabin Heating
Parameters Description Values
P1 Upper Threshold (Engine turns OFF) 65°C
P2 Electric heater supplementing engine coolant 52°C
P3 Lower Threshold (Engine turns ON) 49°C
5.1.1 Case Study
The optimization problem is defined for the custom MTUDC: 45 min trip with 91%
initial battery state-of-charge and CD mode of operation in −10°C ambient condi-
tions, cold-start with cabin set-point of 22°C (72°F ). With 10 equally-spaced points
for each parameter, P1, P2 and P3, an optimization domain comprising of 1e3 com-
binations of calibration parameters is generated. The 3-way trajectory optimization
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works with the integrated HVAC - VD&PT model developed for the purposes of this
work to estimate total vehicle energy consumption in the optimization domain. The
thermal comfort constraints, defined by the ASHRAE Standard 55 [45], determine
the feasibility of the solutions obtained by the trajectory optimization. The Standard
states passenger comfort as cabin temperature approximately between 67°F (19°C)
and 82°F (27°C). Hence the model-based optimization tool, illustrated in Figure 5.3,
enables co-optimization of the vehicle HVAC and powertrain systems by meeting the
goals of minimizing total vehicle energy consumption whilst maintaining passenger
comfort inside the cabin.
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The various inputs, shown in Figure 5.3, including trip duration available in the con-
nected hybrid electric test vehicle are used by the integrated HVAC - VD&PT model
to generate the total vehicle energy consumption in the optimization domain shown
in Figure 5.3. The minima corresponds to the combination of the calibration param-
eters which gives minimum total vehicle energy. As described earlier, the constraint
imposed by thermal comfort is implemented to determine the optimal combination
of calibration parameters. Figure 5.4 shows that cabin temperature evolution for the
optimal solution is within the ASHRAE Standard temperature limits. The baseline
case corresponds to the test vehicle operation in the absence of the model-based op-
timization tool. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of cabin electric heater power and
engine coolant temperature between baseline and optimal operation.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of cabin air temperature between baseline and
integrated HVAC – Powertrain operation
We observe that the optimization tool reduces number of engine on events from four to
one by allowing initial engine on period to be longer and subsequently heating engine
coolant to a higher temperature. We also note that in baseline test vehicle, engine
coolant temperature is high at the end of the trip, indicating thermal energy waste for
cabin heating. In contrast, the optimal solution operates cabin electric heater at the
optimal time in the trip and for an optimal duration to compensate for the heating
requirement of the vehicle cabin. In this manner, the optimization tool is able to
minimize energy consumption for cabin heating while maintaining cabin temperature
within ASHRAE bounds. Table 5.2 shows an energy consumption summary for both
baseline and optimal calibration solution. We observe that the electric heater energy
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of cabin heating operation between baseline and
optimal solution
consumption is higher in the optimal solution than in baseline case but the optimal
solution reduces total HVAC energy consumption by 14% compared to the baseline
test vehicle operation.
Table 5.2
Energy Consumption Summary
Case Heater Fuel HVAC Δ HVAC
Energy[MJ] Energy[MJ] Energy[MJ] Energy[%]
Baseline 3.8 29.9 33.7 —
Optimal 4.2 24.8 29 –14
The HVAC energy consumed by the test vehicle is a portion of the total vehicle energy
consumption. As seen in Chapter 1 Section 1.4, for MTUDC test cycle under similar
operating conditions as analyzed in this case study, the HVAC energy is 54% of the
total vehicle energy. Hence, we infer that optimal solution producing 14% energy
savings in HVAC energy corresponds to 7.6% total vehicle energy savings.
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5.2 Coordinated Thermal Management
The fuel supplied to the engine to meet engine torque requirements is modeled to
incorporate changes in the fuel flow rate due to thermal and emission considerations
of the test vehicle. The engine coolant temperature has a lower threshold defined
to avoid cold-start conditions which incur a penalty on the fuel flow rate to the
engine. Similarly, catalyst temperature has a light-off temperature threshold defined
to indicate activation of the catalyst. Turning on the engine when catalyst is below
this lower temperature threshold also incurs a penalty to compensate for increased
emissions by increasing exhaust temperature. The lower temperature thresholds for
cold-start and light-off are set to 49°C and 300°C respectively for the test vehicle. It
has been reported in [5], that the engine fuel penalty for catalyst light-off is 10 times
higher than that for engine cold-start. Hence, a coordinated thermal management
strategy can be developed for optimal allowance of one or both or no fuel penalties
for a known trip duration to minimize overall vehicle energy consumption whilst
maintaining cabin comfort levels.
Consider the following example, illustrated in Figure 5.6, in warm ambient condition
with warmed-up vehicle, fully charged battery and CD mode of operation. The trip
duration, estimated as described before in Section 5.1, is such that vehicle battery
charge will be depleted before the end of trip i.e. charge sustaining (CS) mode of
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operation will be required before end of trip. During the trip, as the engine coolant
temperature reaches the lower threshold, engine is turned on to allow heating of
the coolant and avoid cold-start conditions in the future. Note that the catalyst
temperature during this time also changes. Instead of engine cold-start temperature
threshold, if catalyst light-off is the primary control parameter for engine status, then
number of engine on events for thermal conditioning can be reduced from two to one
while incurring one additional cold-start penalty during the CD mode of operation
of the trip. However, fuel energy consumption, shown in Table 5.3, illustrates a
reduction in energy consumption even with added fuel penalty. Additionally, if the
engine status is commanded such that before the start of CS mode, engine coolant is
just above its lower temperature threshold, additional energy savings can be achieved
due to reduced duration of engine on event.
Table 5.3
Energy Consumption Summary
Case Description Fuel Δ Fuel
Energy[MJ] Energy[%]
Baseline 3 Engine ON + 13.8 —
0 Fuel penalty
Improved 2 Engine ON + 12.2 –1.2
1 Fuel penalty (Cold-start)
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Figure 5.6: Sample simulation example of coordinated thermal manage-
ment at Tambient = 22°C
5.2.1 Case Study
The test conditions are defined for a custom MTUDC: 45 min trip with 91% initial
battery state-of-charge, −10°C ambient conditions, warm-start with pre-conditioned
cabin at set-point of 22°C (72°F ). Figure 5.7 represents Case A which shows the
engine status commanded by the engine coolant temperature to avoid cold-starts.
This case represents the baseline operation of the test vehicle wherein engine is used
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for cabin thermal management in cold ambient conditions, as noted earlier in Chapter
1 Section 1.4. We observe the combination of cabin electric heater and 4 instances
of engine turning on in the test vehicle maintaining cabin air temperature within
passenger comfort limits. However, again it can be seen that engine turns on near
end of trip as noted earlier in Section 5.1. Note that when engine is running, the test
vehicle is assumed to be in its fixed-gear mode of operation for the purposes of this
case study.
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Along with the energy saving potential observed in Section 5.1, which reduces the
number of engine on events by optimizing integrated electric heater and engine heat-
assist operation, the catalyst thermal management strategy described in Section 5.2
can be implemented together to reduce energy consumption. This is represented as
Case B in Figure 5.8. The cabin air temperature is again maintained within passenger
comfort limits.
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Figure 5.8: Case B: Optimal operation with coordinated thermal manage-
ment
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The engine status is commanded by a combination of engine cold-start and catalyst
light-off temperature thresholds to minimize fuel consumption by taking into account
their respective fuel penalties. We observe that, for the trip duration of the test cycle
under study, allowing for cold-start penalty while incurring a catalyst light-off penalty
does not eliminate any more engine on events when implemented in conjunction with
the integrated HVAC - powertrain optimal operation. Thus, the operation illustrated
in Figure 5.8 is the optimal operation.
Table 5.4 summarizes the total vehicle energy consumption for the baseline and op-
timal solution. The fuel energy and battery energy together represent the energy
consumed for traction purposes. The total vehicle energy savings observed in this
case study are the result of a synergistic combination of the integrated HVAC – Pow-
ertrain operation and powertrain thermal management for catalyst light-off.
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5.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations provide a great solution when dealing with random variables
in various business and engineering applications. The process of predicting energy
consumption reduction by the strategies proposed in this work has significant inherent
variability which needs a better statistical definition to evaluate the performance of
these strategies.
The ambient temperature, solar irradiation, trip duration, initial battery SOC, cabin
set-point temperature among several other random variables introduce variations in
the forecast of energy savings. In this section, one such random variable i.e. ambient
temperature is analyzed under the Monte Carlo simulation approach to provide a
better estimate of the energy savings potential. The ambient temperature in the town
of Houghton, MI for the winter months of October to May in the year 2017 is extracted
from historical data available on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) [4]. The ambient temperature in 30-min
intervals for the desired location and time of year is shown in Figure 5.9.
A sample of 50 ambient temperatures is selected as a normal/Gaussian distribution
from the available data with a mean value of 0.1°C and standard deviation of 6.5°C.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of ambient temperature [4]
This sample, shown in Figure 5.10, represents a normal distribution of ambient tem-
peratures in Houghton, MI during the months of October - May and hence is assumed
to accurately capture the probability distribution function for energy consumption re-
duction by the proposed strategies.
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for Monte Carlo Simulations
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Figure 5.10: Normally distributed sample of ambient temperature data
5.3.1 Integrated HVAC – Powertrain Operation
Monte Carlo simulations (sample size: 50) for evaluating variability with respect
to ambient temperature show that the maximum HVAC energy savings possible by
implementing this strategy is 16%. The probability distribution has a mean value of
6% energy savings in HVAC. It must be noted that for the test vehicle, the engine heat-
assist operation is only available for ambient temperature below 35°F (2°C). Hence,
for all ambient temperature inputs in the sample which are above this threshold, this
strategy is ineffective i.e. the energy saving potential is 0% since the electric heater
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alone is used for cabin thermal management and no optimal selection of the operating
points for cabin electric heater and engine heat-assist is possible. As noted earlier in
Section 5.1.1, the total vehicle energy savings is a fraction of the maximum HVAC
energy savings possible. Hence, maximum total vehicle energy savings possible by
implementing this strategy is 9% and the total vehicle energy savings distribution,
shown in Figure 5.11, has a mean value of 3%.
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Figure 5.11: Total vehicle energy savings distribution for Integrated HVAC
– Powertrain Operation
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5.3.2 Coordinated Thermal Management
Similarly, Monte Carlo simulations for the coordinated thermal management strategy
show that the ambient temperature variability results in a 14% mean variation in total
vehicle energy savings. The probability distribution of total vehicle energy savings is
illustrated in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Total vehicle energy savings distribution for Coordinated
Thermal Management strategy
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We observe a bi-modal distribution for the probability distribution of energy savings
in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, because of the test vehicle HVAC operation in ambient con-
ditions above and below 35°F (2°C) as explained earlier. This results in the following:
at higher ambient temperatures, the potential energy saving by the proposed strate-
gies is low and concentrated around 0%, whereas at lower ambient temperatures the
potential energy saving is much higher.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
An experimentally validated model of the GM Chevrolet Volt Gen II hybrid electric
vehicle’s HVAC system is developed using MATLAB/Simulink tools. The experi-
mental test data used for validation was either provided by ANL or collected from
tests conducted at APSRC Labs. The individual components of the vehicle’s HVAC
system and the sub-systems integrating the vehicle powertrain and HVAC systems
were tested, modeled, validated and analyzed to evaluate potential energy savings
opportunities.
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6.1 Conclusion
The findings of the work done as part of this thesis under the MTU NEXTCAR team
project are summarized below:
† A transient thermal model of the vehicle cabin is developed and augmented with
a blower fan model, solar irradiation model to accurately predict mean cabin
air temperature with an average error of 1.2°C.
† Component models for integrating HVAC and powertrain systems by estimating
catalyst and engine coolant temperatures are developed and validated to predict
temperature with an average error of 2.2 °C and 1.8°C respectively.
† Cabin heating operation is modeled by incorporating engine coolant tempera-
ture and cabin electric heater models. The electric heater control logic imple-
mented in this work is capable of predicting cumulative energy consumption
within 4% for charge depleting mode of operation.
† An artificial neural network to predict A/C compressor energy consumption
is also developed to help evaluate potential energy savings with coordinated
battery and cabin cooling operation.
† A model-based optimization tool is developed for integrated HVAC – Powetrain
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operation which achieves up to 16% energy consumption reduction in HVAC en-
ergy in a given connected vehicle scenario whilst maintaining passenger comfort
level inside the cabin during cabin heating operation. The energy savings dis-
tribution from Monte Carlo simulations show a range of 0-9% with a mean of
3% reduction in total vehicle energy using this strategy.
† A coordinated thermal management strategy is presented in this work which re-
sults in 14% mean reduction in overall vehicle energy consumption for a specific
connected vehicle scenario. Monte Carlo simulations show 0-34% total vehicle
energy savings resulting from a synergistic combination of the proposed control
strategies.
6.2 Future Work
† The main focus of the energy savings opportunities analyzed in this work has
been on cabin heating operation for connected vehicle scenarios. In future work,
the A/C compressor model developed and validated in this thesis can be used
to further develop battery cooling and battery management models to evaluate
the potential energy savings opportunities with coordinated cooling operations
of the battery and vehicle cabin. The compressor operation can be optimized by
leveraging the thermal coupling between battery and cabin and thereby show
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reduction in vehicle energy consumption.
† In addition, the battery heating operation in cold ambient conditions using the
secondary heater should be studied to optimize coordinated HVAC, battery and
powertrain thermal management.
† The evaluation of cabin thermal dynamics can be further improved by incor-
porating humidity calculations and human physiological thermal models and
thereby increase fidelity of cabin thermal model. Then cabin comfort levels can
consider the effects of both mean air temperature and humidity ratio to give a
better estimate of passenger comfort inside the vehicle cabin.
† A higher fidelity model can be developed for the catalyst temperature based on
the chemical reaction mechanisms involved.
† The proposed optimization framework can be extended to a multi-objective
model predictive feedback control (MPC) framework to determine optimal con-
trol actions for total vehicle energy reduction while addressing human comfort,
powertrain operational constraints, and HVAC actuators constraints.
† In the proposed coordinated thermal management strategy, the test vehicles
mode of operation during engine on events needs to be examined for further
optimization.
† An iterative learning procedure can be employed to understand driver-specific
patterns of vehicle and HVAC usage in terms of average daily trip lengths and
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desired passenger comfort levels to better tailor the vehicle operating strategies
for optimal control.
† The impact of pre-conditioning vehicle cabin using grid energy must be evalu-
ated to better estimate the overall energy consumption and its impact on EV
range.
† Further statistical analysis can be carried out to understand the frequency of
occurrence of specific scenarios stated in the case studies presented in this work.
This will help us characterize effect of different random variables and thereby
better estimate the potential energy savings under different operating conditions
in a connected vehicle infrastructure of the near future.
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Publication from thesis
† The work presented in this thesis has been accepted and will be presented at
the ASME Dynamic Systems and Control Conference on October 8 -
11, 2019 at Park City, UT. The accepted paper is titled as follows:
Doshi N., Hanover D., Hemmati S., Morgan C. and Shahbakhti M., “Modeling
of Thermal Dynamics of a Connected Hybrid Electric Vehicle for Integrated
HVAC and Powertrain Optimal Operation”
† The work will also be presented at the SAE Thermal Management Systems
Symposium on October 15 - 17, 2019 at Plymouth, MI.
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Appendix B
Summary of Model and Data Files
B.1 Chapter 1
Table B.1
MTUDC Energy Distribution Data
File name File description
hvac energy distribution formatted.xlsx Energy distribution data
for Figures 1.7 and 1.8(b)
Test1008.mat MTUDC test data for Figure 1.8(a)
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Table B.2
CAD Files
File name File description
cabin model final.sldprt Data in Table 2.1 is extracted from
test vehicle CAD model developed using
measurements made at APSRC
B.2 Chapter 2
Table B.3
Vector CAN Files
File name File description
CAN 1 HVAC Signals.dbc Database Container file of HVAC signals
for use with Vector VN5610A tool
Drew configuration mar 3.cfg Configuration file for HVAC CAN signals
Table B.4
ANL Data Files
File name File description
2016 Chevrolet Volt AVTA Details of test data
Test Summary 10062016.xlsx tabulated in Table 2.4
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B.3 Chapter 3
Solar irradiation model described in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.7 is detailed in depth here.
Based on a simplified model dependent on only clearness index, kt and solar elevation
angle, αs, the diffuse fraction, k is calculated as shown in Equation B.1.
k =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
min(1, 1.02− 0.254 ∗ kt + 0.0123 ∗ sin(αs)), ifkt ≤ 0.3
min(0.97, 1.4− 1.749 ∗ kt + 0.177 ∗ sin(αs)), ifkt < 0.78
max(0.1, 0.486 ∗ kt − 0.183 ∗ sin(αs)), ifkt ≥ 0.78
(B.1)
The diffuse fraction, k, helps decompose GHI into its components, DHI and DNI,
as shown below:
DHI = k ∗GHI DNI = (1− k)
sin(αs)
∗GHI (B.2)
The angle of incidence, θ, diffuse transposition factor, Rd and ground reflection trans-
position factor, Rr for each side of the vehicle cabin are calculated as follows:
θside = cos
−1(cos(90−αs)∗ cos(Θside)+sin(90−αs)∗sin(Θside)∗ cos(αz−γ)) (B.3)
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where, Θ is the angle of tilt of each side of vehicle cabin, αz is solar azimuth angle
and γ is heading angle of the vehicle.
Rr,side =
1− cos(Θside)
2
(B.4)
Rd,side = rb,side ∗ DNI
So
+ Cφ,side ∗ So −DNI
So
(B.5)
where, So is a solar constant = 1367 W/m
2. rb,side and Cφ,side are defined below:
rb,side = max(0, cos(
θside
cos(90− αs))) (B.6)
Cφ,side = 1.0115− 0.20293 ∗Θside − 0.080823 ∗Θ2side (B.7)
B.4 Chapter 4
Table B.5
Cabin Thermal Mass Characterization Data and Model
File name File description
may 9th test data.mat Test data for Figure 4.1
may 9th model int mass.m MATLAB script file for thermal mass validation
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Table B.6
Cabin Blower Characterization Data and Model
File name File description
FAN Workspace.mat Test data for Figure 4.2
FAN Profiles.m MATLAB script file for
characterizing cabin blower fan
Table B.7
Cabin Temperature Distribution Data Files
File name File description
april12 workspace.mat Test data for Figure 4.3
temperature dist.m MATLAB script file for
plotting temperature distribution
Table B.8
Cabin Temperature Validation Data and Model
File name File description
mar 3 workspace.mat Test data for Figure 4.4
may11th heatup.m MATLAB script file for validation during heat-up
may11th cooldown.m MATLAB script file for validation during cool-down
B.5 Chapter 5
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Table B.9
Solar Irradiation Validation Data and Model
File name File description
may 23 solar test data.mat Test data for Figure 4.5
solarangles may22.mat Solar angles data for Figure 4.5
Rev 3.m MATLAB script file for
validation with solar irradiation
Table B.10
Coolant Temperature Model
File name File description
coolant updated.slx Simulink model for characterizing
effect of vehicle speed for
Figures 4.6 and 4.7
Test1004.mat Test data for Figure 4.8
coolant initializescript.m MATLAB initialization script
coolant updated2 mtudc feb18.slx Simulink model for
coolant temperature validation Figure 4.8
Table B.11
Catalyst Temperature Model
File name File description
61608023.mat Test Data for Figures 4.9(a) and 4.10(a)
61607021.mat Test Data for Figures 4.9(b) and 4.10(b)
catalyst heatup init.m MATLAB initilization script
catalyst heatup model.slx Simulink model for validation during heat-up
catalyst cooldown model.slx Simulink model for validation during cool-down
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Table B.12
Cabin Electric Heater Model
File name File description
jan2019 hvac cabin MATLAB initialization script
heater initializescript.m
Test1004.mat Test data for Figure 4.11(a)
Test1005.mat Test data for Figure 4.11(b)
cabin eheater rules.slx Simulink model for Figure 4.11
Table B.13
A/C Compressor Model
File name File description
61608002.mat Test data for Figure 4.12
Compressor NN rev 2.m Artificial Neural Network MATLAB function
ANL 61608002 cooldown MATLAB script for validation
validation compressor NN.m
Table B.14
Integrated HVAC - Powertrain Operation Model
File name File description
Test1008.mat Test data
mtudc optimizer MATLAB script for
script v1 updated.m multiple simulations of model Figure 5.3
mtudc optimizermodel v1.slx Simulink model
mtudc totalenergy.mat Results data file
v2 workspace test1008.mat Initialization data for Figure 5.4
HX method test1008 trial.m MATLAB script for cabin heater core model
t cabin mtudc test1008.m MATLAB script for cabin temperature model
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Table B.15
Coordinated Thermal Management Model
File name File description
PT thermal init.m MATLAB initialization script
PT thermal.slx Simulink model for illustrating
concept of Figure 5.6
DataToLoad JCT 071417.mat Initialization data
for Engine dynamic model
Engine dynamic model.slx Simulink model to determine
fuel consumption for Table 5.3
PT thermal integrated v1 init.m MATLAB initialization script
PT thermal integrated v1.slx Simulink model for Figure 5.7
hvacpt thermal baseline mtudc.mat Results data file (Case A)
PT thermal integrated v2.slx Simulink model for Figure 5.8
hvacpt thermal caseB mtudc.mat Results data file (Case B)
hvacpt thermal caseC mtudc.mat Results data file (Case C)
temp plotting.m MATLAB plotting script
for Figures 5.7,5.8
IniatilizeFile.m MATLAB initialization script
mode inputmtudc.mat Initialization data for model
model.slx Simulink model for SOC simulation
during blended operation
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Appendix C
Summary of Figure Files
Table C.1
Chapter 1
File name Figure Reference
trend.pdf 1.1
connected trend.png 1.2
connected penetration.jpg 1.3
old overview 1.pdf 1.4(a)
new overview.jpg 1.4(b)
nextcar overview.pdf 1.5
MTUDC image.pdf 1.6(a)
MTUDC velocity.pdf 1.6(b)
MTUDC energy new.pdf 1.7
sample engspd.pdf 1.8(a)
sample energy new.pdf 1.8(b)
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Table C.2
Chapter 2
File name Figure Reference
krc setup.pdf 2.1
blower test.pdf 2.2
thermal mass test.pdf 2.3
vector can daq.pdf 2.4(a)
dspace daq.jpg 2.4(b)
Table C.3
Chapter 3
File name Figure Reference
model overview.pdf 3.1
hvacheating new.pdf 3.2
hvac cooling.pdf 3.3
cabin model.pdf 3.4
coolant model.pdf 3.5
HX.pdf 3.6
twc model.pdf 3.7
ann model.pdf 3.8
ann performance.jpg 3.9
ann crossval.jpg 3.10
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Table C.4
Chapter 4
File name Figure Reference
validation thermal mass.pdf 4.1
validation blower.pdf 4.2
temp distribution.pdf 4.3
validation heat.pdf 4.4(a)
validation cool.pdf 4.4(b)
validation solar.pdf 4.5
validation clnt1.pdf 4.6
validation clnt2.pdf 4.7
validation clntfull.pdf 4.8
validation cat cool1.pdf 4.9(a)
validation cat cool2.pdf 4.9(b)
validation cat heat1.pdf 4.10(a)
validation cat heat2.pdf 4.10(b)
validation heater1.pdf 4.11(a)
validation heater2.pdf 4.11(b)
validation comp.pdf 4.12
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Table C.5
Chapter 5
File name Figure Reference
savingsconcept.pdf 5.1
volt mtudc.pdf 5.2
opt model.pdf 5.3
opt cabintemp new.pdf 5.4
baseline heating new.pdf 5.5(a)
optimal heating new.pdf 5.5(b)
clnt opt2 concept1.pdf 5.6(a)
cat opt2 concept1.pdf 5.6(b)
clnt opt2 concept2.pdf 5.6(c)
cat opt2 concept2.pdf 5.6(d)
eng baseline.pdf 5.7(a)
clnt baseline.pdf 5.7(b)
cat baseline.pdf 5.7(c)
cabin baseline.pdf 5.7(d)
eng caseB.pdf 5.8(a)
clnt caseB.pdf 5.8(b)
cat caseB.pdf 5.8(c)
cabin caseB.pdf 5.8(d)
nsrdb data.pdf 5.9
mc temp ip.pdf 5.10
energysaving dist1.pdf 5.11
energysaving dist2.pdf 5.12
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